DLO to Go:
Fostering Instructional Use of
New Media
Wayne State University Libraries talk about creating the Digital Learning and
Development Environment, a tool bridging digital collections and instruction.
The Tool: A replicable web environment where
faculty and students can use accessible tools to
easily create Digital Learning Objects (DLOs)
from collections of digital images. The project
features the Wayne State University Library
System’s (WSULS) digital collections, including
the Virtual Motor City and Digital Dress, but
could be applied to almost any digital
collection with a web service.
The Need: To foster digital collection use in
instruction and learning. Hit-and-miss
technological literacy among faculty,
uncoordinated support structures, and an adhoc knowledge base are all barriers to digital
collection use in teaching and learning, and
result nationally in widespread underuse.
WSULS found the same trend reflected locally,
and tried to think creatively about how to
address these problems and encourage use of
these valuable collections.
The Approach: The design challenge
addressed a major barrier to greater use of the
collections: there existed no bridge between
digital collections and the learning object in the
classroom. To overcome widely varied levels of
technical sophistication among users, the team
needed to create an intuitive bridge that would
make it easy to choose items from a digital
collection and use them in a learning
environment. The team developed a tool which
uses PHP/MySQL to identify and harvest images
and metadata through an OAI broker, and then
builds either a PowerPoint object as described
in the PresentationML standard, or an HTML
archive. Either object can then be easily
downloaded and modified by the user. The tool is embedded in a website that provides instruction,
context, resources for creating and describing digital learning objects, and an opportunity to share and
collaborate with other object creators in a Teaching and Learning Archive.

http://dlxs.lib.wayne.edu/dlde
/

The Implementation: The tool has been through two rounds of user testing: the first involved faculty
and student use and feedback, and resulted in refinements to the design of both the tool and the
digital collections. Results from the second round are incorporated in Wayne State University’s
presentation at CNI in Baltimore.
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